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... Parliamentary Branch

e Defence Intelligence Language Service 
Translation

RUSSIA: EXAMPLES OF UFO RESEARCHING IN THE RUSSIAN 
ARMY

SOURCE: Document supplied by the director the Russian UFO Research Station (RUFORS)

To COMMANDERS OF MILITARY UNITS 
To COMMANDER OF MILITARY UNITS action addressee only

I am issuing to you a list of the results of observations of anomalous atmospheric and space 
phenomena and the effects of them on the environment, living organisms and technical equipment.

INFORMATION LIST of the results of observations of anomalous atmospheric and space 
phenomena (objects) and the effects of them on the environment, living organisms and technical 
equipment

1. Time of observation:

22 May 1981, 00 hours 08 minutes (Moscow time); 
the time was recorded using a clock.

2. Nature of the observed phenomenon:

two obj ects were seen; 
the shape of the objects could not be observed, since the sky was dark; 
the two objects left behind a long fiery trail. The trail of the first object was much 
larger and wider than that of the second; 
there was no sound with the phenomenon; 
the objects moved strictly horizontally, and could be seen along the whole of their 
path. The objects moved at a very fast speed; 
there was no change in the shape of the trail; 
the phenomenon lasted about a minute.

3. Estimation of the size of the objects:

the phenomenon was observed near 413 technical building, the objects were moving 
in a south-easterly direction, the dimensions were not observed.

4. The co-ordinates ofthe observed phenomenon and observation points:

housing estate Golytsino-2, Moscow Oblast, Odintsovo district

5. Information relating to recording with technical equipment:

technical recording equipment was not used.
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QlO. No, there are not different Departments around the Country working on 
UFO reports. Directorate of Air Staff are the focal point within the Ministry of 
Defence for handling reports and replying to correspondence on UFO matters. Air 
Defence staff may be consulted if necessary.

Ql1. No.

Ql2. This document was not "leaked". It was part of a file the MOD holds on 
UFO matters and was released to a member ofthe public in February 2003 following 
a request under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information. When 
satellites come to the end of their life, they generally decay and bum up in the Earths 
atmosphere. In July 1979 the satellite, SKYLAB, was due to break up and these 
documents are simply contingency plans for actions in the unlikely event that pieces 
were to fall on the UK. SKYLAB did not contain any nuclear material. The MOD 
was consulted because military personnel sometimes provide assistance to the Police 
and Emergency Services. These papers were contained in a file on UFOs because this 
department was listed as a contact in Home Office circulars because of our 
responsibility for UFO matters. With regard to your questions about whether satellite 
debris has ever come down in British airspace, we are making enquiries with 
RAF Fylingdales and will get back to you in due course.
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Do you Yahoo!? 
Declare Yourself - Register online to vote today! 
http://vote. yahoo.com
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Q10. No, there are not different Departments around the Country working on 
UFO reports. Directorate of Air Staff are the focal point within the Ministry of 
Defence for handling reports and replying to correspondence on UFO matters. Air 
Defence staff may be consulted if necessary.

Q11. No.

Q12. This document was not "leaked". It was part of a file the MOD holds on 
UFO matters and was released to a member of the public in February 2003 following 
a request under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information. When 
satellites come to the end of their life, they generally decay and bum up in the Earths 
atmosphere. In July 1979 the satellite, SKYLAB, was due to break up and these 
documents are simply contingency plans for actions in the unlikely event that pieces 
were to fall on the UK. SKYLAB did not contain any nuclear material. The MOD 
was consulted because military personnel sometimes provide assistance to the Police 
and Emergency Services. These papers were contained in a file on UFOs because this 
department was listed as a contact in Home Office circulars because of our 
responsibility for UFO matters. With regard to your questions about whether satellite 
debris has ever come down in British airspace, we are making enquiries with 
RAF Fylingda1es and will get back to you in due course.
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(This document is headed ’Home Office Circular No ES/1979 - Satellite Accidents’ it 
is dated 20 April 1979. I have already contacted the Home Office Press Office and 
they are coming back to me)













The National Archives
DGIA report
DGIA report on analysis carried out on “elliptical object on slide” and conclusion, dated August 2004.
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The National Archives
Close up
Close up showing elliptical object on slide.
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The National Archives
MoD Letter on Retford UFO
MoD request access to the original negative showing Retford UFO for analysis by “defence imagery analyst.”













The National Archives
Retford town hall UFO
Letter from photographer describing an unusual image showing a UFO that appeared on a slide showing Retford town hall in Nottinghamshire, taken on the evening of 27 January 2004.



The UFO object shows a definite line between its dome and other body structure, I have had 
the image scanned at 5400DPI and enlarged to full view on a 19 inch monitor, until the 
artifacts and pixel composition become evident, it is astounding!

The UFO is shown entering or leaving the picture frame in an isometric fashion, the Retford 
town lights can be seen clearly reflecting off the UFO structure as it passes through the 
picture format, the edges of the UFO are consistent to edges within the other parts of the 
photograph, also grain structure and density are exactly the same in all the proportions 
throughout the photograph, and that includes the UFO object, a calculus on the speed of this 
object (enclosed calculus) using aperture and shutter speed shows it to be travelling very fast.
On reversal film tungsten lighting creates a ’yellow’ cast within the colours, that is why the 
post lighting, the building bright area’s, and the snow show this yellow cast within the 
picture, please note the UFO object shows this same yellow cast, if the UFO had been some 
defect within the film structure, the defect would have been a different colour, ie; blue, red, 
or even completely clear as in emulsion degeneration or breakdown, the fact that the UFO 
object shows the same colour cast and grain structure and density is without doubt proof that 
the object was in its aerial position as the shutter was opened and closed at that moment.

Further the many reports and many hours of investigation on my part - to find a logical 
explanation as proven to me that no inherent fault within the film structure, or its process, or 
even its exposure could have caused such an object to be present on this transparency, 
however being a person who wishes to prove this theory beyond any shadow of doubt, I am 
contacting the science dept of Fuji films UK in the morning (Monday 8th March 2004) for a 
second opinion - hopefully to arrange their independent report on the film exposed and their 
expert representation of the UFO object, I am also contacting Canon UK to get independent 
tests on both SSC lenses, and the Canon T90 camera to check for any aberration or fault 
within the equipment, I will send you these reports when I receive them in due course.

I understand from our telephone conversation that some defence experts within your building 
would be interested in examining the exposed slide film and the slide presenting the UFO 
object, I remember you mentioned that it is not the policy of the MOD to remark or explain 
what such object might be ? in honesty I can understand that statement - it would be 
impossible on my behalf to explain the incident on the 2J1h January 2004 in Retford, any 
reasonable person however would inquire what these object are ?, or where do they come 
from - why does radar not pick them up ? there is so much that is not explained, perhaps 
much is already known of these objects by our government, and its policy is to keep it under 
wraps ?, or there again perhaps they know nothing after all.

I am willing to take a lie detector test regarding this incident and the subsequent photograph, 
I want you to have no shadow of a doubt that the statement I have given regarding this 
account is completely true, there is other things that as yet I cannot explain? in regards to the 
whole incident and picture, at the moment only my wife and family know about them, and at 
this time I do not wish to disclose this personal information for fear oflosing my credibility 
completely, hopefully I will have a logical explanation in the near future.

It is in reality a situation that I did not ask to be part of, and I fear the publication of this 
incident with great dread, the stigma attached to such circumstances lead to one being 
classed as a liar or a nut case, people and friends would never treat you the same ever again.





RAF. Waddington 
communication.



Copy of Communication to RAF Waddington. to/Jy
Operations Officer RAF Waddington. 

Thank you for talking to me today regarding the above incident in Retford, below you will find an 
outline of what exactly happened on the day in question, hopefully the information will allow you to 
investigate the matter more thoroughly. 

I am a member of Retford Photographic Society, we have meetings on a Monday evening at 
7pm, the meetings consist of lectures by other well known photographers, and monthly In- 
club competitions, we also embark on trips country wide (in the summer) to photograph well 
known area’s of England. 

The club had a competition called ’Series of Three’ where each member was invited to submit 
three photographs, they would be judged on quality and artistic value regarding the theme of 
the competition, I had very little for this competition that I considered to be good enough, and 
awaited the opportunity to get some shots, although the winter months are pretty bad for any 
photographer due to light and other parameters. 

I have always loved ’Night Time Photography’ this aspect of photography has many problems, 
one mainly called repository failure of film (when the shutter is left open for to long) so in 
night time photography bright light Is one of the items needed, be it through lamp post light or 
shop window light, also its always nice to have a wet floor where the reflections of light make 
the shot even brighter. 

I was sat in my bungalow with my wife watching TV when it suddenly started to snow pretty 
heavy, the date was 27th January 2004 the opportunity of getting my night time shots for this 
competition was available, so I got my camera and two lenses and took off for Retford Square 
immediately, the time was approx 9.15pm and I just rushed out of the bungalow without even 
telling my wife (she would have complained) I drove towards Retford from my village in Hayton 
(nr Retford) in a small Corsa Diesel Van, the snow was falling that heavy I had to have my 
wipers on ’full wipe’ and even at that speed they could only just cope with the falling snow. 
I finally arrived in Retford and parked next to the Lloyds Bank in the square, there was no one 
about anywhere I not even a car drove past, it had stopped snowing heavy by then and the 
square was nicely covered in snow, which reflected the light from the lampposts and buildings 
very good, I had brought two lenses with me, one was a 20mm FD Canon sse, the other was a 
35mm FD Canon SSC, the Camera was a Canon T90 FD series, I started to take shots of the 
wet road, the square and also buildings within the square using both lenses in turn.

I am 55 years of age and have not completely embraced ’Digital Photography’ my love is to use 
’Transparency medium, the quality and resolution I believe cannot be beaten, on this particular 
shoot I was using FUJIA SENSIA 200ASA Reversal Film, the film is stable and ideal for any 
night time work. 

I ran the roll of 36 frames to complete my theme of ’Series of Three’, and duly sent it to 
’Transpa Colour Developers’ a company renowned for quality developing, the slides came 
back mounted within a plastic case ready for me to examine on my light box or within my 
viewer, because I was busy I initially asked my wife to look through them to see if she could 
find anything suitable for the competition, she did so and later that day after supper told me 
there was nothing any good within the slides. 

Accepting this remark I left the slides until the next day, and took them to bed with me to 
examine them before going to sleep, I took my battery viewer to look at each slide, as I went 
through the slides I found 3 shots that were perfect for the competition, I placed them to one 
side on my bedroom cabinet, and carried on looking through the slides - to my amazement on
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Reversal Film 
Detailed 

Examination 
and

UFO 
Slide Detailed 
Examination



Transparency Slide Examination
COPy

I took the developed UFO slide and the other developed slides from the same roll of film to 
the Kodak Developing Laboratory in Lincoln, the slide was examined and found to have no 
Emulsion degeneration, or Emulsion damage of any kind, it was further explained to me that 
chemical process of development regarding this film could not create any such imperfection 
of the UFO image.

Further it was noticed that the UFO image has the same density pattern and colour of the 
surrounding picture, also under high magnification it was found that the grain was exactly the 
same pattern within the UFO image and the surrounding picture, which would confirm that 
the object was photographed, and could not have been a fault within development.

Reciprocity Failure; 
No evidence of reciprocity Failure have been found within the total run of the slide film.

Multiple Exposure; 
No evidence of multi exposure can be found within this transparency.

Sandwich Technique; 
No evidence of sandwich technique can be found within this transparency.

Cross Contamination; 
No evidence of cross contamination or chemical fogging can be found within this 
transparency.

Drying Stains; 
No evidence of any drying stains could be found within any of the transparency film.

Retouching of Transparency; 
No evidence of re-touching could be found to this slide or any other slide within the same 
roll.

Chemical Bleaching; 
No evidence of chemical bleaching can be found within this transparency or any other 
transparency within the same roll.

Aberration; 
Any failing of the lens in its ability to produce a true image would not come under this 
category, or create such a anomaly.

Automatic Iris; 
Any sticking of the automatic iris within the lens would not create this anomaly, the 35mm 
Canon SSC lens was tested and is in perfect working order.

Camera Shake; 
No evidence of camera shake can be found, the photographer states all shots were hand held 
and therefore our calculation of shutter speed would be from 60th sec to 90th of a second.



Flash Exposure; 
No evidence is shown of flash exposure or cross flare reflection, the photographer states he 
did not use flash in any photograph within the film roll, we are in agreement with this 
statement and cannot find any evidence of flash exposure what so ever.

Contrast; 
A good tonal difference was shown throughout the transparency, indicating correct exposure 
for the situation.

Depth of Field; 
Depth ofField is good and complies with the use of a wide angle lens, the diagonals within 
the transparency converge showing use of a wide angle lens as the photographer states.

Diaphragm; 
The UfO subject is not consistent with any ghost diaphragm image, its shape and density and 
colour do not correspond with that anomaly.

Effective Aperture; 
The photographer had the Canon T90 on full automatic, therefore no effective aperture was 
recorded by the photographer, in our view the aperture would have been consistent with f2 or 
f2.8 on close examination of the transparency.

Filter; 
The photographer has stated that no filter was used on the 35mm SSC Canon lens, the 
resulting colour portrayed on the transparency from the halogen outside lighting confirms 
this statement.

Grain; 
The granular structure of the grain throughout the transparency was the same, including the 
UFO object, therefore the exposure technique must be considered the same throughout the 
transparency, therefore no double exposure could have been possible on this evidence..
Perspective; 
The transparency image shows a photograph being consistent with a wide angle lens shot.
Polarized Light; 
No evidence of polarizing is shown within the photograph.

Resolution; 
The resolution ofthe transparency is consistent with exposure of Fuji Sensia 200ASA within 
that environment.

Sharpness; 
The sharpness of the resulting transparency shows consistency of the environment when the 
film was exposed, via assessing adjacency effects within the transparency.

UFO Object; 
The abruptness of change within the density between adjoining area’s of the UFO object, and 
collating tonal value, contrast, grain and adjacency effect, show without doubt that the object



was photographed within the aerial view portrayed by the transparency.

COP?
Stereoscopic Photography; 
Absolutely no evidence of stereoscopic photography was used within this transparency.

Supplementary Lens; 
The photographer states that no supplementary lens was used, we agree with this statement.

Vignetting; 
No evidence of under exposure ofthe image comers could be found.



RAF. Waddington 
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The National Archives
Retford UFO
B/W images of UFO at Retford.
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o’ver’ th~e"D1a’rshr
was and just sat in the car finish almost like a dia- looking at it. ’ . . . mond. 
"Mter a few second~’ These objectsare~lso shot off leaving in a flash said to be capable’ of’stay- of light, travelling about ing completely, still and 500m across the field and then shooting off at stopping again. incredible speeds, normal. "II did this four times Iy after a dramatic flash in and then flew into the dis- the air. . ’,:.;w . 

tance and I watched until Local expert. ’and 
it was out of sight. . UFOMEK assistant co- "I have talked to friends ordinator, Chris, Rolfe since who have said that it from Hill Road; was probably an aeroplane Folkestone said:’ "I am or an advanced Stealth really not at all su ~ised bomber - but I have at the descriptions.,en never seen anything like it about the flying objects- before." o,,:’Ii! these flying triangles have And it would seem the been spoiled all’ ov.er the strange object was also country. ’,i’ ’ 
spoiled by two men as :,t. 
they returned home from a Myth. ’ 
night out. 
Ji Lane, 23, and 

Christopher Lee, 27, from 
Lathe Farm in New 
"Romney were just locking 
up when they spoiled a 
mysterious shape in the 
field opposite. 
Mr Lane said: "It was 

crazy - I was gelling a 
drink in the kitchen when I 
saw these strange lights in 
the sky just over the field 
across the road from our ". 
house. 
"I wasn’t sure what they 

were as they weren’t mov. 
ing so I called Chris and 
we both "watched this 
weird floating object. ~. "We could only just ma.kc:’ it put as we were 
quite far’ away,!)utwhen 
we ran outside to get a bet- 
ter look it had Sl10t into the 
distance.",

"The earliest record we 
have of such a sighting 
was in 1973, when a group 
of boys at the Duke of 
York’s school in Dover 
spoiled the triangular 
shaped UFO. ,C): 
"We don’t know what 

they are but the humming 
noise rules out the Steallh 
bomber myth as they 
make no noise at all. 
"The really’ peculiar 

thing abounhis sighting is 
that we thought something 
might happen as much of 
Folkestone experienced a" 
power cut last week".""an; 
occuran~e. which.. . often 
happens befor ,or after " sighting." r:b; ’" 

Mr: Rolfe also believes,; 
the military know’ a1\ 
about th.e mysteri~~,fr~fr’ 
spoiled In the sky; , "..’ ." ..’ 
He claims that after sev.! 

eral’ UFO sightings, RAF 
. 

and, NATO’ aircraft have Mr Lee added: "If it was been.,)een patrollingthe~ an aeroplane of some sort area.’, ,,’ . .. 
you would have: expected: He said: "We believe the’ there to have been)oadsof,’,military knoy/;a’lol more] noise but this ",as silenl. ’.. ’than they are letting on: "Also it was’ a lot longer about these sightings. 

. 

than a plane and moved "For example, a couple incredibly. quickly - I whoreported’a1.lF:O’in’ 
have noidea what it was Thanet also told tmili.,’: 

’. and’ we were both left lary activity in MinriiiBay,i speechless." and numerous other pe~1 Both descriptions of the. pie have seen RAf plane~J UFO fit those researched . 
patrolling sighting SBQts;~.;:~ by: the Shepway based } ,"We don’, .know:whati J UFOMEK, monitoring these’ objectsar.... ;t"is,~ ;: group,.... who have coli at- momentin timeapdulor.:’! ’i ed files’ on reported UFO tunal~Jy’~n onJy1’reco , :; sightings in the area. ,therjl" I!S’ Uniden" ’" 

i ,’According to, UFOMEK , Flying’ Obj~Is~~~; strange objects seen i~ the .... .Anr,!ne’wanl.~!1I"’]()’~ sky are’usually d~scnbed re~rt’aJUFO~. ’ ntacf . by ’spotters’ as tnangular ChnsRolfe aAlll)tOMEK disc-like objects with a on (01303) 254774.

By Sarah Hall waS so peculiar, it all felt 
really odd and I heard th is SHEPWAY has once again become the centre hum~ise. of a wave of suspected UFO sightings.. ’ 

’," As: ’:" ,ed across the . Three people’ contacted was amazed to see a large field haw a large triangu- the Herald this week after triangular’ ’space-ship’ "Iat’:shaped flying craft a strange object’ was seen stop in a field directly in hovering about 300 metres looming in the sky over front of her, as she drove off the ground. the Romney Marsh area in’ home through Donkey "It had a large dome at the early hours .oflast Street in New Romney at one end and a lot of bright Saturday morning. . 

., 
just after 3am on Saturday I ights around the sides and Sophie Wadleigh, 25, of ::i.morning. ’..i looked quite shiny _ I Shepherds walk, Hyth~~ Shocked Sophie said: "If’ really had no idea what it
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and" the Home See
UFO’S spoued over Slaepway c DYe beat 
IookiDg for Home Secretary, MIdtaeI Howard, 
experts !lave WIII’IIed.

Following reporll of 
mystery airaaft sightinp 
in New Romney and 
Burmarsb in lat _k’s H_ld, Chris Rolfe, co- 
ordiaator of UFOMEK, 
Us bi&hliJhted t~ c:Iosc. _ of the sighliDp 10 the 
Sbcpway MP’s home near 
the old Lympne Castle ruins.. 
And he ftars that the 

posicion of the sightings is 
more than just c nei- 
denc:e. . 
Mr Rolfe call1ioned: ~It 

would seem the UFO was 
totally disinteresled in 
Sophie, the girl who 
reponed iI and wa&l:hed it 
for quite a long lime.

. . 
I,

I By Sarah Hall I
"11Iis c:eltainly makes it 

seem like U bad a PUIpII5C and has left me wondering 
if iI’s purpose had __ 
Ihin, 10 do with Mr 
HowanI,~ 
However Mr RolI’c wu 

amaad 10 learn tllal Mr 
Howard’s pany agent 
knew all about the UFO. 
He said: "I phoned Mr 

Howard’s pany agem in 
Folkcstone and asked 
whether Mr Howard had 
seen anything strange I 
wa immediately asked if I 
meant the UFO. 
"The story in last

wmt’s H_14I only Slid you think of !he implica- 
Donkey SIrecI .. the sight lioas it is quite easy to see 
of the spottilll; wily. -Donkey Street is a "I would love to know 
very Ioaa road and lhe what the Government 
repon did not $late whidt think of a strange airaaft 
end the UFO was seen at . being sponed near 10 the 
so il _ very odd thu 00_ of one of ils senior 
\ItQse close to Mr Howard c:abinet ministers." 
already knew thai it was Sophie Wadleigh, of 
near his house," Shepherds Walk, Hythe, 
And _ Mr Rolfe and who saw lhe .... objcc:t 

UFOMEK would lite to in t~ slty while driving 
sce some queations home ill1he cuty haulS of 
answCRIS.. Saturday, Marc:ll 8 said: 

"I would like to’tc.w "The uro I saw wa a 
whether uyone spoIted large triangular shaped 
any Sllange men poking craft with bright lights 
about around the arca f1IDIIing aUIOUIId it’s edge 
afterwards or whether Mr - it was above the field 
Howard’s security sy5lem wllic:lllays dim:tly oppo- 
was _ivaled in any way. site the turn off to Donkey "’The whole SIory is ere- Street in tiurmarsh. 
alinl a lot of interest all ~Wben you have seen 
over England and when somethina like lIIat you --, have to ask YOUl5elf why 

I was it there - and maybe 
i the Home scaellry was 
I the relSOlL " 
, When the Herald oon- 
jtaeted Mr Howard’s offICe 
he was uRlvailable for 

i c:omlllClll,
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Extract from The Folkestone Herald; 20.3.97
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Whilst we do not pretend to know what it was that was 
observed. we think we can make some suggestions as to 
1,’.Iha tit 1,..I3.5n’ t.

AIRCRAFT:- No normal aircraft looks like this object. or 
even performs the way that this observed object did.

HELICOPTER:- A helicopter can hover. however the sheer size 
of the observed object rules this out. and the noise from a 
helicopter would have been horrendous given the height of the 
o bse t-’..,’’:.=:d 0 bJ e ct.

STEALTH TECHHOLOGY:- There have been sugsestions that the 
object observed was a Stealth bomber. Firstly. t~ere are 
only 15 of these aircr~ft in the USAF inventory and they 
hav& only become on a fully operational satus in April of 
this year (1997). according to our sources.

Because of the sheer cost of the B-2 Stealth bomber (said to 
be approximately 22 million per aircraft). would the USAF 
risk flying the aircraft over European Countries? 
So far as we know the B-2 has only appeared twice in Europe. 
both times dut’ing International Airshows. at Paris. France in 
j 995. :;;,. nd :L1, ’;:13, i n3, t the 1996 I:::’~",. t::r;E~=;t-’:"1.Jgl~~ it-i:hc~’~,-:m~
The 8-2 bomber cannot hover. and makes a tremendous amount of 
noise. and the shape of the aircraft in no way resembles a 
triangle. The object observed had many lights on its base. 1...tI-d. ch is sOl’lIethi n’;:I th::~,t the :;:;1:,eal th bombet- does not h3,’",’e. 
If the B-2 had the amount of lights that this object had. it 
would not be Stealth.

BALLOON:- It has been suggested that the object observed 
have been a new generation of balloon. This could be a 
possibility. but again the size of the object which the main 
witness describes as being about the size of a field. or two 
passenger planes end to end. rules this out as a possible 
explanation. until such time as hard ’evidence becc@es avail- 
:;J,bl’2.

HALLUCINATION:- It is felt that this could not be a 
possible explanation for the sishting. as we feel it 
to be impossible for five different witnesses ~t three 
diffetent locations (D nkey St. Burmarsh/Lower Wall Rd. 
Burmarsh/Aldersate Lane Lympne). to 
h::tl1IJ :i"::iU.i::ir,. ~il:::(:,infol"’l’f!3.tic:,h hii::: ’th’ t 
othe ~itnesses saw the same or si at.. d.





a". ’ ___. _,nnn n’___~: ’ ~_____________

Thet~o ~iremen who are rumoured to hav~ seen {~eo 
H3.ch,~,el HOI...ld.nh;:’ t"esidence hd......e nCtt been ea:::’"-Itc:1 t 
HC.hl ....et" ;ifithet"e is d.n’:;I tt"uth to the t"eF’ort, theft the tl...II:. 
I’":L t"ef"’.:: 1"1 if I us t h::;s......e bee 1"1 at 1"1 j’-. HOI..,a j’’’d s’ t"t~S ide 1"1 ce in d.n 
official capacit~, as it is about ~uarter a mile from the 
main road (82067), that runs through the village of Lympne. 
You cannot see Mr. Howards’ residence from the B2067, as ~he 
wood (Hill Hurst/Aldergate), blocks the view, which we feel 
rules out the idea that the two firemen were off dut~ and 
driving along the main road. Therefore we beli ve tha~ 
the~ must have either been approaching Mr. Howards’ reside- 
nce, or had arrived when the~ saw the object. Until the two 
firemen come forward we cannot know the full facts. 
All efforts to track them down have been so far met with 
faiIIJI’::e.

D=- We now come to the object being sighted over the residence 
of ~r. Michael Howard (the then Home Secretar~ of the British 
Government). Taking into account the above regarding the 
two firemen who had reported that the~ had seen the object 
above Mr. Howards’ residence. to a freelance reporter, it 
could be that the Securit~ personnel assigned to the said 
residence saw the object coming towards them frc~ the Donke~ 
Street/Lower Wall Road (8urmarsh), area to the South/South- 
I:::a::: t. d.nd t h ink in’=, t ha tit 1...1:::’.:=: d.n a it" C t"::;s. f t..Q’L~;;:.:r;;;I!:!:~.__d.~:::~:;;J::_:i,.F:.:’~__._n tion~ or indeed a helicopter hit the panic button. Which 
could explain why the two firemen were there.

Indeed it would be interesting to know if Mr. Howards was in 
residence at the time of the incident? Also it would be 
very interesting to know what the securit~ personnel made of 
the object when the~ realised that it could in no way be an 
aircraft or helicopter. none of which they were familiar 
with? It :::eems logical to a::::::ume that the local police were 
contacted. in fact the~ would probabl~ have arrived at the 
said residence in an:::wer to the securit~ alert. 
But who else would have arrived on the scene? Indeed once 
it was realised that they were not dealinB with a normal 
ever~ day object. who would the~ have contacted? Would the 
1"1.0.[:1. h::;s......e 1:II:::en cont:~1.ct,:::d’? It i:s ob.....iou$ that a full . 
report would have been submitted to persons at a higher 
level. but how high? The then Prime Mini:::ter John Major?



e, - __. ___ _ _._.__~__~_____on___

fili:;::: brirr;::t::::: to ’:::jljl’2st:()n the seC:i..!I’’’it,:~ :i.:::::::::UI;2 in this incident" 
For ’::I."~::;’.I’’’S th~::! i"li nistj....;:I ()f D~~fence, the F.:O’:I<:I.J. ~ji t.. Fov’ce, :""nd 
indeed the British Government, have allwa’::ls stated that UFOs 
were not a defence issue (the term most fre~uentl’::l used is~ 
il()f nCt d,:::f’::!nct:"? :::::i-:=tnific:::i.nce;i), :::J.nd 1.I,lel.",:::! c,:?t--t:::t.lnll::\ c,f nCt 
secur’it~ r’is~,! i~iet ~’Ier.e \~le t’la~)e ar’, object ~~nict! is unasse-- 
ssable. fl’::lin9 around BritIsh airspace. and also enterin9 
what could be termed as restricted airspace. d~ it passes ()’....’?I... the t..~’:!:::::i.d,’2nc~? ()f the then HOI’>>e ::::;ect"et:::I.I’’’’::I" j,f th::~.t 
’:;:::;’.1"11"10 I:. be c:l::;’.s::::ed ::;’.::::: :,:s. p()t.E!nti:::s.) s’::~cuj"’:. t’;:I j"’i::::k, Jet ,:s.l()r..::" ’1:.1’,<’21"1 it :::,:’:?er>>,::: th::;,.t th~~ P()I.,.IE:~I"::.:;: i:.I-I:::S.t he:, do j",()t e’...I’~n h:::s.’.h::! 
tnelr own senIor CabInet Ministers interests and personal 
safet’::! at the forefront when it comes to UNIDENTIFIED air 
traffic! Is it not time tor the whole matter of what the I:::~ j’" :i. :.::::: h .;=.t()I.....2 r nl’lI’:::! II;:. 11’;::".,1 :’:1. bCI U t ...i....U~:::, (. e:=:F"<’"~ c i :,:s..\. I ’:1 I.,,! i t h i’’’E’~’:::i<:1. j".;:I ~_O il)CldeJ",ce oj: tt)is r’la.t~Jt"e), t.o come clean~ ar’fd stop P~.JSg~ 
footill9 around, tellill9 the British public tha~ there is 
Ilol:.hin.;::t to t!’JI~ UFCJ ;:::-i"()b. E~ffJ"::’ j...j:: : t’’’I:i.s c""s~’? derf!on:;=.:tr":=."t’2::::, it 
i ::::: t :i, l l’:~ fCI!’" :’:1. C h:::s. n.:;:t~? i 1"1 thE! 1.,.1::;’.’;:1 t h:::s. t t t!e :si t 1..1:’:1, t ion !’’’,,?,’::;I:’’!. r"d :i. 1"1’::;1 
UFOs are dealt with, alld a better understandin9 between the 
f’i:ini::::t"-":i ()f [>efE:r:c’:?:~ tht~ 1:~:ul~.,F’" :::s.nd thE! r:j()J.)~~!i’"’n ent :~.nd 1:.he I=~~"i t:i.::::j"f 1:::.t:~Ctf:’Je;"1 b,:?i n.:~t d,;?i.)E:~1()F::’1~d"

E.;: ., I" J !’.i~!I... Ci...H.!i:.:t..i...i:::;; 1 (ii.,
..... ..... ..... _... -_. ..... ..... ..... .... ..... --. -- ~." ..... ..... .....

i.<.ilth I"’~::!::,t:::s.t"d i:.o i:. e I.o.th’.)le incld,:::!nt ,jul"’in.;::t th~::! ’:?d. 1,"1 ’::i hOI.!t..::=.: of 
:~:;:::!,tl.Jt’d:::s.’:~. :::: H::~.!"ch. 1’:::1’:::>,.... i~he d,:::!,;::tj’’’eE’~ of t"i:;:::1-:: C:::t on.!.’c.J j:)E! on’::~ 
() r l..ti.,.jt.~j:=;:::;E::::SHBL.E. i h~? c"" us~::~ 0 f t t’,e 1 n c:i d E IIi:.:: Ui’..ii::i:::;:;E:::;;:::+JI:::L.E."































The National Archives
Burmarsh UFO
Letter to Prime Minister Tony Blair dated May 1997, asking if he will release MoD file on the Burmarsh incident. Response at p206















































The National Archives
Burmarsh UFO
Papers on the ‘Burmarsh UFO incident’ of March 1997. This involved the alleged sighting of a triangular UFO near the home of shadow Home Secretary Michael Howard in Kent.
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